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0.9in.A critical evaluation of a new era in American Indian policyOver the past twenty years,
American Indian policy has shifted from self-determination to forced federalism, as indigenous
nations in the United States have encountered new threats from state and local governments over
such issues as taxation, gaming, and homeland security. During the forced federalism era
(1988present), public perceptions of indigenous peoples as rich Indians have been just as damaging
to Native nations as anti-sovereignty legislation. This book examines how state governments have
manipulated rich Indian images when setting policies targeting indigenous peoples and discusses
how indigenous nations have responded politically to these contemporary threats to their
nationhood. Drawing on original survey data collected from Native governments from 1994 to 2000
and on interviews with Chief Chad Smith of the Cherokee Nation as well as other indigenous leaders,
Jeff Corntassel and Richard C. Witmer II examine the power dynamics of the indigenous-state
compacting system, and show how electoral activism among indigenous peoples has increased
their political power while also giving rise to rich Indian racism among non-Indiansespecially in the
wake of the Indian Gaming and Regulatory Act....
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Reviews
This written publication is wonderful. It can be writter in straightforward phrases instead of confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this publication to learn.
-- Jesse Tr embla y
It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wieg a nd
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